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Discover what’s new in nursing education!

See how Elsevier’s Assessment Builder supports your NGN Item Writing

Providing clear and dynamic NGN content through guided authoring templates, Elsevier’s Assessment Builder makes it easier to write and deliver all the new NGN item types for standalone and unfolding case studies. You’ll save countless hours of time and be able to write quiz and exam questions that effectively prepare students to succeed on the NGN.

Learn More

HESI® integrated NGN questions, scoring, and dashboard

Clinical judgment is the vehicle to NGN success, and HESI is the key. With all 15 NGN item types fully integrated within HESI exams, the same curated remediation for each student, and the same secure browser that the NCBSN uses to administer the NCLEX, preparing practice-ready students has never been easier.

LEARN MORE

Introduce students to NGN items from day one using Sherpath® with EAQ in every course!

To ensure students are confident and comfortable sitting for the NGN, early and frequent practice with NGN item types is critical. Sherpath with EAQ prepares students for what they will see on the new exam format with newly developed cases and items for the NGN.

EXPLORE SHERPATH

Our full three-webinar CE series now available on demand!

Get expert guidance on preparing students for the NGN with this informative webinar series. Topics include developing students’ clinical judgment, writing NGN items, and assessing NGN readiness. Watch before April 8th to earn CE credit!

REGISTER NOW

How Can We Help?

Contact us for more information about any of these products and solutions, or if you’d like to learn how a custom bundle can save money for your students.

Contact Us